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Recently, multiple evaluation systems(MES)
that allow for a large number of tapping torque
tests(t' ) to be performed on a single workpiece
have been gaining in populariry for the evaluation of metalworking fluids (MWFs). However,
MWF formulators have had dfficulty obtaining
statistically significant results or results consistent with experiencein thefield, roising questions
about the fficacy of MES. This paper develops
statistical and experimental design consideratians for MWF evaluation by MES that aim to
maximize the sensitivityof f to MWF performance and to improve the correlation bet:weenlaboratory and field peformqnce. Toward this end,
a metrb of resolving power is developed that
quantifies the ability of a t' operating condition
(speed, material, tool size, etc.) to discriminate
betyveenMWFs. It is shown that as resolving
power increases, the corcelation of t' response
to expected fteld. performance increases. The
paper concludes with a discussion regarding
economic trade-offs between increqsed cost,
resalving power, and statistical significance oft'
results.
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= confidence interval for a given cut, [N.cm]
= number of replicate cuts at a given test condition

n

= number of torque values recorded for a single cut

r

= number offluids evaluated at a given test condition
= observed variance for a single cut, [N2.cm21
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= observed variance for a given test condition, 1N'..rn'1
= number ofreolicate cuts for a eiven fluid

t

= t-distribution ordinate

A

= averagetorque value for the plateau region of a cut profile, [N.cm]
= averagetorque value for a given test condition, [N.cm]
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= percent tapping torque efficiency

p

= correlation coefficient
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p

= variance for a single cut, [N2.cm2]
= estimated variance for a given test condition, 1N'..*t1
= true torque value for a single cut, [N.cm]

F

= estimated torque value for a given test condition, [N.cm]
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= averagetorque value of all fluids for a given test condition, [N.cm]
= percent confidence
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INTRODUCTION
The searchfor effective laboratory test methods for the
evaluation of metalworking fluid (MUID field performance
has been in progressfor over 50 years. Standardlaboratory
wear and extreme pressure tests, such as the pin and vblock evaluation (ASTM D 2670) and the Four Ball Wear
(ASTM D 4172)tests,have gainedlimited usebut havenot
been found to be adequate indicators of machining performance under manufacturing conditions ( I )-(3). In fact,
much evidence exists in the literature to suggest that one
can only reasonablypredict the lubrication performance of
MWFs in cutting operations through the use of a real
machining operation such as reaming, drilling, or tapping
(l ), (4)-(8). Naturally, the closer a test condition is ro the
actual manufacturing condition, the better its prediction.
However at the early stagesof formulation, effective laboratory tests are needed that streamline the development
process. Of the many laboratory scale performance tests
that have been developed toward this end, the tapping
torque test 1t3; has been gaining wide acceptancebecause
it fulfills a number of desired testing requirements:(a) correlation with field results, (b) simplicity, (c) speed, (d)
economy, (e) small test samples, (f) precision, and (g)
severeconditions(9,).In addition,it has beendemonstrated
that a correlation exists between low tapping torque, long
tool life, good surface integrity of the thread, and an effective metalworkingfluid (2), (6), (10).
According to ASTM D 5619, the Standard for
Comparing Metal Removal Fluids Using the Tapping
Torque Test Machine (ll), "[the tapping torque test]
method can be used to more accuratelypredict the lubricating properties of a metal removal fluid than previously
available laboratory scale tests." It is important to note
however that ASTM D 5619 doesnot specify default operating conditions including machining speeds,workpiece
material,tool alloy, tool size,or tool coating.One can reasonably expect that a lack of accounting for such controllable variables,as well as uncontrolled variablessuch as
workpiece hardness and tool wear, have led to the wide
variation in T'results reportedin the literature(I), (2), (9),
(ll), (12). Consistentwith these observations,MWF formulators have expresseddifficulties obtaining statistically
significant results or results consistent with expected outcomesbasedon experience.This has raisEdquestionsabout
the efficacy of T' for the evaluation of MWFs.
This paper investigatesexperimental design approaches
that explicitly minimize sourcesof variability in T' and recommends an experimental design paradigm that can
enhancethe power of tapping torque experimentsfor evaluating MWF performance. Specifically this paper: (a) proposes a method to design, conduct, and interpret MWF
evaluation experiments using newly available tapping
torque testbeds,(b) demonstratesthat the selection of operating and machining conditions is critical to the ability to
18

distinguish MWF performance and predict field performance using tapping torque tests, and (c) establishes the
trade-offs betweencost and sensitivity when designing a T3
experiment.

STNGLE EVALUATTON
SYSTEMS (SES) yS.
MULTTPLE
EVALUATTON
(MES)
SYSTEMS
ASTM D 5619 was designedfor T3 systemsthat conduct
a single tapping evaluation (SES) per workpiece.
Performing each test evaluation on a new workpiece introduces significant uncertainty into the evaluation process
since workpiece to workpiece variation can overshadow
differences in torque responsescausedby MWFs. To counteract this, SES operators try to obtain workpieces produced by the same manufacturer in the same batch, sometimes at a significantcost.
Difficulties with workpiece variation and per-test cost
have led to the development of tapping torque testbeds
which allow multiple test conditions to be evaluatedon a
single workpiece (MES). While rhis makes T3 potentially
more convenient and cost effective by reducing variability
associated with workpiece material, this type of system
introduces new challenges in experimental design and
interpretation given the potential for tool wear and localized workpiece hardnesswithin a single workpiece.Since
ASTM D 5619 was not designedfor MES, additionalconsiderationsare discussedbelow that assist in capitalizing
upon the unique opportunities afforded by multiple evaluations on a single workpiece.

MEASURING
VARIABILITY
AND CONFIDENCE
IN
T3
A tapping apparatustypically reports torque values that
are measured as a function of depth, yielding a cutting
torque profile as shown in Fig. 1(a). The distriburion of
torque values in the plateau region of the profile, presumably without systematic or obvious sources of variation
such as entry and exit forces or chip clogs, should follow a
normal distribution as expectedby the central limit theorem
(Fig. 1(b)). The averageof the cutting torque values in the
plateau region (X) serves as an estimate of the desired
"true"
tapping torque for the selected operating condition
Recognizing
that since there exists a relatively low
@).
number of points in the plateau region, the normal distribution is approximatedby the t-distribution, and a confidence
interval with certaintylevel a forp is expressedby (13),
C o n f i d e n c e I n t e r vCal l: .N ! r o , , - ,

r +
\/n

tll

where n is the number of cutting torque values in the
plateau, /o.n_ris the t-distribution ordinate correspondingto
the a level ofconfidence given n-1 degreesoffreedom, and
S" is the estimated standard deviation about X. Equation
[1] representsa quantified expressionof the degree of certainty that can be associatedwith the estimate of p by X
observedexperimentally.
Within an individual test, le is limited by depth and
instrumentationresolution, and since S, is typically large, it
March 2OO3LUBRICATIONENGINEERING
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Fig.1-(a) A typicalcuttingprofilewith the plateauregionindicated(bolded dots) and (b) a normal probabilityplot of the tapping torque
valuesin the plateauregion.Althoughthe testbedappliedin this
researchcan only r;lsolve tapping torque to a resolution of 5
N*cm,the closefit (R'=0.98)of (b)to linearityindicatesthe plateau
regionoutcomescan be reasonablyrepresentedby a normaldistribution.
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Fig.2-Sample randomizationof T3conditionson a workpiece,where
the letter indicatesa test conditionfor evaluation(tool/fluid
combination)and the arrows indicatethe order of evaluation
(left to right acrossa row;then top to bottomdown the workpiece)."A" representsthe referencetest condition used for
tool break-inand efficiencycalculations.By comparing"A"
tests nearthe beginningwith "A" tests nearthe end, it is possible to observeif tool wearhas likely had an influenceon the
experiments.

follows that the confidence region determined by Eq. [] is
typically too large to distinguish differencesbetween MWF
formulations. For this reason,many replicate tests (Af for a
given operating condition are performed in MES. Over
multiple tests, the best single point estimate for the true
tapping torque (p) is ;, which is the average of all the
plateau values observedover multiple tests at the operating
condition under consideration.The confidence interval for
; is describedby,
ConfidenceInterval, "t =;

* to,N-r "
h

Ql

Equation l2l captures the fundamental trade-off in
designing T' experiments:the higher the uncertainty inherent to the experimentaldesign (^9r),the more teststhat have
to be performed (1f) to decreasethe confidence interval
enough to be sensitive to differences in MWF formulation
performance. In other words, while replicate testing
Journalof the Societyol Tribologistsand LubricationEngineers

increasesevaluation time and cost, it increasessensitivity
to MWF differences, which is desired during the laboratory evaluation of MWF performance.
Experimental replication also helps to spreadout uncontrollable sources of variation (e.g., localized workpiece
hardnessand tool wear) equally for all MWF evaluationsas
long as the experiments are performed in a randomized
order. Randomization attempts to distribute unknown and
unknowable sourcesof variability evenly over the experimental design,reducing the impact of local effects and thus
reducing the vulnerability of the experiment to misleading
conclusions influenced by an unknown random factor. A
sample randomization pattern for MES is provided in Fig.
2.
Once confidence intervals are established for two
MWFs evaluated at the same operating condition on the
same workpiece, it is possible to determine whether the
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TABLEl-TlrE ReLArrvEIMpACToF DTFFERENT
SouncEs oF VlntesErrt
oN TApprNGToRqUe OnsenvlrroNs FROMa Cotrprr_auoN oF TAppD,rc
ToReuE REspoNSEs
LTNDER
IleNrrclL Tssr CoNorrroNs
(M6 Tools; 1000 mm)
CoNornol

StetsrrceLly
Srcurrrclt.tr?

ReNrnc or
SrcNrprcmct

Fluid Type

yes

I

Tool Coatings

yes

2

Workpiece to Workpiece Variation

yes

3

yes

4

Tool to Tool Variation
(same geometry, coating)

MWF performance differences are statistically significant
using the t-test,which can be expressedas (14),

tN14N2-2,a

:

t3l

Given the o level of confidence, one can calculate the
observedt-value by Eq. [3] and comparethe value to a standard table to determine whether the t-value is large enough
to be considered significant, indicating that a statistically
distinguishabledifference in MWF performance exisrs.

DESIGNANDANALYSIS
OFT3EXPCNIMENTS
ON MULTIPLE
EVALUATION
SYSTEMS
A statistical analysis of data from approximatety 1200
experiments performed by the authors using M6 tools at
1000 rpm has shown that fluid type, tool coatings, workpieces, and tools all significantly affect tapping torque
responses(Table l). In light of thesedata,and similar findings widespreadin the literature, one^mustaccount for each
of thesevariables explicitly during T' experimental design.
For MES, this means performing a comparison of two or
more fluids on a single workpiece whenever possible and
using a single tool to conduct tests in a random experimental order. At the same time, the following conditions must
be held: 1) tool wear must be closely monitored and controlled with a strict tool changepolicy; and 2) experiments
performed after the tool is broken-in must be repeatedlater
in the run to verify that tool wear has no observableinfluence on the measurementof tapping torque.
Such modificationsto ASTM D 5619 ( I 1 ) for Tr should
be considered by practitioners working with MES.
Naturally, variability-reducing activities within the standard should be maintained. For instance,tools must be broken-in, workpiece and tools must be cleaned, and a wire
plug gage must be employed to ensure that the tool is centered in the pre-drilled and pre-reamed hole. However,
based on the data observed during this investigation, the
standard practice of delaying tool changes until built up
edge (BUE) has accumulatedis not recommended.By then,
extraneoussourcesof variation are already influencing the
comparisons of MWF. As an alternative, one can change
tools and workpieces concurrently since workpiece variation is already known to be a variable significantly impact20

ing tapping torque values. The more frequent tool changes
only modestly increasetesting costs,as tools were observed
to account for only about IlVo of MES costs when tool
replacementoccurred simultaneouslywith the workpieces.
Given that a new workpiece is not required for each
MWF evaluation in MES, one must determine the minimum number of replicates of each test condition (AD that
will yield a confidence interval of the desired size to distinguish reasonable differences in MWF performance. The
minimum number of replicatescan be calculated by setting
the desired size of the confidence intervals, estimating the
standarddeviation (,5e) of T'based on historical data under
similar conditions, and rearranging Eq. [2] to solve for N.
Basedon thousandsof testswith M4 and M6 tools with different coatings, the authors found that N from 20-30 was
necessaryfor good resolution of MWF differences.
Another consideration when using MES is whether and
when to use the concept of tapping torque "efficiency"
advocatedby ASTM D 5619 and definedby Eq. tal,
TappingTorqueEfficiency,
Vo=h=

rOO*

Xre=ference
cond'ition
Atust

condition

t4]

In fact, it can be shown that if two MWFs are evaluated
on a single workpiece in MES, then using efficiency as a
metric reducesthe sensitivity of the comparison due to the
introduction of enor in the estimation of X for the reference condition. However, when comparing across workpieces,as is always the casewhen using SES,the efficiency metric is necessary.For MES, efficiency should only be
used when test conditions from multiple workpieces are
being compared.
Although efficiency calculations are generally necessary
for MWF evaluation,ASTM D 5619 doesnot describehow
confidence intervals can be calculated for efficiency. The
determination of confidence intervals for efficiency is complicated by the fact that the observed tapping torque
responsesof the test and referenceconditions are probability distributions with a quotient that cannot be easily
describedanalytically. While this means that a simple confidence interval equation such as Eq. t2l cannot be derived,
a reasonably simple algorithmic approach can be adopted
as follows. To start, ; is calculated for both the test condition and the reference condition. A standard deviation for
the plateau averagesis also calculated (Sz) for the test condition and the reference condition. ; and Ss are used as
estimatesfor the mean and standarddeviation of a normal
distribution that serves as a statistical model of tapping
torque outcomesfor each MWF. Then, a common software
spreadsheetcan be used to numerically simulate a large
number of experimental outcomesfor both the test and reference MWFs (Fig. 3(a)). Random pairs of outcomes from
eachdistribution are then taken to form simulatedoutcomes
for efficiency, as plotred in Fig. 3(b). By plotting the cumulative probability distribution of the simulated output, the
confidence interval for efficiency can be estimated. The
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Fig. +-16pping torque efficiency vatues for four (4)
high speedsteel M6 taps of identicatgeometry
with titaniumnitride(TiN)coating,baslc nitride
coating(N2N),chromiumnitridecoating(CrN),
and no eoating(HSS)for a solubleoil, 2 semisynthetic, and a synthetic MWF as well as
deionized water. All experimentswere performed at a machining speed of 1000 ipm
across four workpieces.Resultsfor N2N and
deionizedwater was not feasibledue to clogs
and tool breaksand are not reported
best estimateof the true efficiency quotient (;r"ffi","n.n)
occurs?t i r"l"r.n..
This proc6.onatt;.on/X testcond,ition'
dure can be repeatedfor other test conditions, allowing for
the direct comparison of T' results acrossworkpieces with
confidence intervals as shown in Fig. 3(c).

EXPERIMENTAL
SETUPAND RESULTS
To test the efficacy of MWF comparisonsusing the proposed experimental approach for MES, experiments
described in this paper were carried out using a tapping
machine with variable feed and speedsettings and a maximum torque of 700 N.cm. The workpiece holder was
designed such that the metal bar workpiece was fixed at
both ends. The 10i8 cold rolled steel bars were pre-drilled
and pre-reamed with varying numbers of holes depending
Journalof the Societyof Tribologistsand LubricationEngineers

on the manufacturer. High-speed steel taps of identical
geometry, 60" pitch and 3 straighr flutes, in both M6 and
M4 sizes, were used with four (4) coating conditions:
uncoated (HSS), basic nitride coating (N2N), chromium
nitride coating (CrN), and riranium nitride coating (TiN). A
machining speedof either 500 rpm or 1000 rpm was used.
As a first analysis of the proposed approach to MES T3
experimentation, the impact of tool coating, tool size,
MWF type, and machining speed on tapping torque was
examined (M6, 1000 rpm). The results of 340 individual
cuts over 19 distinct conditions shown in Fig. 4 indicate
that, in general, TiN tools perform better than the other
tools and the soluble oil performs better than the other
MWFs. It is difficult to establishother generalizedtrends in
fluid performance under these testing conditions, but more
specificconclusionscan be drawn for individual tools. For
instance, while MWF differences are clear and obvious
when using HSS and CrN tools, they are practically indistinguishable for TiN and N2N tools.
Interestingly, different operating conditions impact the
ability of the tool to statistically distinguish fluid differences.For instance,a comparisonof Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 4
reveals that while CrN tools revealed fluid differences at
1000rpm, they did not at 500 rpm. In fact, the 500 rpm conditions examined in Fig. 5 show very little ability to distinguish MWFs. A comparisonof Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) to Fig. 4
also reveals that when M4 tools are used HSS offers
increasedtapping torque efficiency over TiN for all MWF
types regardlessof machining speed. From these observations, it is clear that certain T' test conditions respond differently to MWF/tool combinations than others.
Consequently, multiple conditions must be evaluated to
fully understandthe impact of different MWF/tool combinations, and great care should be taken to understandhow
test conditions relate to the field operations in which the
MWF is to be used. Furthermore, general claims about
MWF performance can only be derived from statistically
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a machiningspeedof 1000rpm (includingresultsfor deionized
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uncoatedtools (HSS)(not includingdeionizedwater).The inclusion of deionizedwaterincreasesresolvingpowerin magnitude,
as demonstratedby a comparisonof (a) and (b), demonstrating
that standardizedfluids must be used for determiningresolving
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significant results under variable operating conditions, tool
coatings, and workpiece materials.

RESOLVING
POWER:A METRICOF SENSITIVITY
Given differences in MWF performance under different
T3 operating conditions, it is important to quantify the ability of a given condition to detect differences in MWF performance. To facilitate this, Eq. [5] defines a metric of
resolving power that aims to quantify the sensitivity of T'
to different MWFs at a fixed operating condition,
Resolvinp Power =

^,

" betueen luid,s
f
"; 2u i t h i n a
fLuid,

t :
,/:;:t'Xt

- =

X'

t 2

r-1\-"
t*.
lz;i:1\"t

:\2
X I

t'51

sl

where 6f"r-.en ftui.d,-sprovides an estimate of variability
acrossMWFs, and 62-ornon
a f tui, estimatesthe variance of
plateau averagesfor a single fluid. In Eq. [5], X is the average of plateau values in a single experiment (Fig. 1), ; is
22

the averageof all X observedfor a single MWF. ; is the
averageof all X for all MWFs, r is the number of MWFs
tested at the operating condition, and s is the number of
replicate tests per MWF.
As is evidentfrom Eq. [5], the resolvingpower has two
distinct components:the numerator is related to the average
size of the confidence interval while the denominator is
related to the degree of difference in tapping torque
responsefor different MWFs observed under the specific
operating condition investigated. The ratio of these values
is a metric of discriminatory power of the MWF at the
operating condition. The resolving power for each test condition shown in Figs. 4 and 5 was calculatedby Eq. [5] with
results indicating that the uncoated tool (HSS) is the most
sensitiveto differences in MWF type for the speeds,workpieces, and MWFs analyzed.The resolving power values
are plottedin Fig. 6.
After the selection of HSS tools for increasedT' sensitivity, the resolving power of HSS tools was then determined as a function of machining speedand tool size. As
shown in Fig. 6(b), experimentswith M6 tools at 1000 rpm
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power= 0.83),(b) M4 HSStools (resolvingpower= 3.96),and (c) M6 HSStools (resolving power= 23.14)of identicalgeometry.

were the most sensitivetest conditions for HSS tools and
l0l8 cold rolled steelworkpieces.For this case,the numerator is driving the high resolving power value with large
differences in T. efficiencies between fluids, ranging from
-49Vo for deionizedwater to -9l%o for the soluble oil reference MWF (Fig. 4). A range of fluids from deionized
water to solubleoil was utilized in order to cover the range
of expected MWF performances. These fluids became a
standardset of fluids that were used to calculate resolving
power. As with all aspectsof MWF evaluation,standardization is necessaryfor consistent interpretation and comparisonsof resolvingpower meffics.
CORRELATION OF TAPPING TORQUE

RESPONSE
WITHFIELDPERFORMANCE
Based on Fig. 6 it is evident that operatingconditions
can either mask MWF performance(low resolving power)
or provide the means to differentiate between MWF types
(high resolvingpower). If T-' experimentalconditionswith
low resolving power are selected,it may be impossible to
differentiate MWFs, even where known differences exist.
To illustrate this, seven (7) MWFs varying from light duty
to heavy duty were examined using MES T'. The MWF
duty ratings were basedupon the extensivefield experience
of a major MWF supply company. For M6 TiN tools at
1000 rpm, it was found that even the MWF with the lowest
duty rating could not be statistically distinguished from the
MWF with the highest duty rating (Fig. 7(a)). However
when conditions were chosen with a higher resolving
power (e.g., M4, HSS, 1000 rpm), fluid differenceswere
easily distinguishableand the T-'responseswere very well
correlated with the expected trend of MWF field performance (Fig. 7(b)). At the test condition with the highest
resolving power (M6, HSS, 1000 rpm), the expected field
performance was capturedeven more clearly (Fig. 7(c)).
quantify the relationship between laboratory
. In order to
T' resolving power and expectedfield performance, a correlation coefficient (p",r), for each operating condition was
calculatedas Eq. [6],
Journalof the Societyof Tribologistsand LubricationEngineers

cou(flui,dduty,X)
O Y Y :

Slnta auts ' S7

t6l

where the numerator is the covariance between the fluid
duty (evenly scaled from I to 7) and the average tapping
torque response.atthe given test condition. Snu,oou,,and ,S;
are the estimated standarddeviations of the fluid duty and
the averagetapping torque responses.respectively.
The correlation coefficients provided in Table 2indicate
the extent to which the selectedT-' operating condition captures the expectedfield performance.The correlation coefficients clearly show that as resolvingpower increases,the
field performance trend of the MWFs is better predicted.
Since a higher duty MWF should producea lower tapping
torque, the correlation coefficient is ideally -1. Where the
correlation coefficient is far from - I , the resolving power is
low and MWF differences are not statistically significant.
Consequently,one can concludethat resolving power is a
useful indicator to quantify the ability of a T' condition to
capture field performance.

TRADE.OFF
BETWEEN
RESOLVING
POWERAND
COST
Naturally, there is a -trade-offbetween l) reducing time,
material, and cost of T-' experimentation, and 2) acquiring
statisticallysignificantresults.Accordingly,test conditions
must be selected such that the tapping torque test yields
useful results with a minimum number of necessaryrepetitions to minimize costs. In other words, increasing resolving power through additional testing must be justified economically.
For the experimental setup used in this investigation, a
workpiece cost approximately $150, whether pre-drilled
and pre-reamed with 240 M6 holes or 416 M4 holes, and
tools ranged in cost from $30-$35 for M6 to $25-$30 for
M4 (depending on the coating). Based on these figures,
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TABLE2-{ORRELATTON BETWEEN
ExpEcrED MlerelwonrNc
Fr-uD
Fret-o Penponl4aNcs eNl TlpprNc ToReuE REsuLTsAr 1000 rpm wnH (a
M6 TN, (b) M4 HSS, mo (c) M6 HSS Tools oF IoBNrrc,cLGroMErny

Durv

M6, TN M6, HSS, M4, HSS {Bsor-vrNc
1000rpn 1000 rpm 1000 rpm PowER
M6, TiN, 1000rpm 0.63
1.00
0.83
M4. HSS. 1000 rpm -0.87 -0.3'7
1.00
3.96
M6, HSS,1000rpm -0.95 -0.73
0.82
1.00
23.14
TABLE3-STANDARD DEvrATroNV,qlur,s pon TepprNcTongue Trsr
RESULTS
As A FuNcrroN or Toor- CoerrNc eNo Sze rr 1000 rpm wrrH A
Sot-usr-sOtr- REpEnENcrFl-uro, rns Nurrasrn oF REPEATED
HoLES
PERTEsr CoNDrrroNFor rnr Desrnen LEVELoF Cor.rpnrlcg
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TiN
TiN
HSS
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M6
M4
M6
M4

2.7

-19

3.6

*30
-35

4.1

-48

$r7.48
$ 16.20
$32.20
$25.92

*1(l

-45
-55
-69

Cosrer

RESol-vING

95Vo

Pownn
(N=17)

$27.60
$24.30
$50.60
$37.26

0.83

2.60
23.14
3.96

evaluatingMWFs with M4 tools is more economicalper
test given that nearly 60Vomore tests can be conducted on
a single workpiece for a cost of $0.54 per M4 hole compared with $0.92 per M6 hole. Although individual M4
tests are less expensive than M6 tests, more repetitions are
requiredto achievethe samelevel of confidenceas shown
in Table 3. Table 3 also indicates that uncoated(HSS) tools
offer better fluid differentiation ability, but require more
replicatesto achievea given confidenceinterval size when
compared with other tool coatings. Interestingly, the most
expensivetest condition (HSS, M6, 1000 rpm) offers the
highest resolving power and therefore the most sensitiveT''
condition for MWF evaluation. While this result advocates
an economic investment to improve data quality, it must be
assumed that determining and applying high resolution
testing conditions for MWF evaluation is a more competitive strategy.The altemative is to perform a multitude of T-'
experimentsthat result in data that cannot be interpreted,or
worse, result in data that may be misleading.

coNcLUsroNs
The traditional procedure for conducting tapping torque
tests(Tr) has been evaluatedin the context of multiple evaluation systems (MES) where multiple tests are performed
on a single workpiece. Since ASTM D 5619 was not
designed for MES, a modified approach to MWF evaluation was found to be necessarvto fullv rcalize the potential
for improved T3 resolution. Uslng nSfVf D 5619 u, u ,tuaing point, recommendedexperimental considerationswere
establishedfor MES. These were critically analyzed with
the following conclusionsreached:
. High performing tools reduce or eliminate MWF differences, which makes such tools ineffective for the
evaluation of MWF performance. Tool coatings are
inadvisable for MWF evaluation unless thev will be
24

used exclusively in the field under low wear conditions.
. The effectiveness of the tool coating can depend on
tool size.For instance,uncoatedhigh speedsteeltools
(HSS) performed consistentlybetter than TiN tools for
M4 tools, while TiN coatings performed consistently
betterfor M6 tools.
. MWF selection for optimal performance cannot be
based on T3 responsesat a single condition. General
conclusions about the performance of a fluid can only
follow from consistentperformanceresults acrossdifferent test conditions.
. A resolving power metric was defined as a quantitative
measureof the ability of an operating condition to discriminate between MWFs. As resolving power
increases,the correlationof T' responseto expected
field performance increases.
. DesigningTr experimentson the basis of minimizing
cost per test can lead to poor or misleading conclusions about the potential functionality of MWFs under
manufacturingconditions.Tappingtorqueexperimentation must be planned systematicallyand deliberately
to maximize the stratesicvalue of eachtest.
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